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Johdon yhteenveto
Semantic portable profile prototyping (SP3) - projektin tavoitteena on ollut
ymmärtää käyttäjän itse ylläpitämän profiilin mahdollisuudet sellaisen
mobiilipalvelun rakentamisessa, joka tarjoaa käyttäjälle mahdollisimman hyvin
käyttäjän kiinnostuksen kohteita vastaavia sisältöjä. Lisäksi työssä on
hyödynnetty käyttäjän reaaliaikaista sijaintitietoa (jonka mobiilisovellus lähettää
palvelimelle pyöriessään käyttäjän hyväksymänä taustaprosessina). Yhdistettäessä
sijaintitiedot profiilitietojen kanssa voidaan kehittää proaktiivisia palveluja, missä
käyttäjä saa mahdollisimman hyvin kiinnostuskohteitaan vastaavia notifikaatioita
sisällöstä, joka on fyysisesti hänen nykypaikkaansa lähellä.
Tässä dokumentissa kuvataan tällaisen vuonna 2012 Next Media ohjelmassa
kehitetyn mobiilipalvelun toteutus ja Q1/2013 suoritettujen käyttäjätestien
tulokset.
Mediatutka on Applen iPhone laitteilla toimiva mobiilisovellus, joka hyödyntää
semanttisia siirrettäviä profiileita ja tuottaa eri sisältölähteistä yhdistettyjä
personoituja suosituksia samaan sovellukseen ja näkymään. Mediatutka tarjoaa
käyttäjälle suosituksia yhdellä napin painalluksella ja tuottaa sijaintiin perustuvia
automaattisia muistutuksia lähes reaaliajassa. Mediatutka käyttää kolmea eri
sisältölähdettä: TV ohjelmatiedot skimm.tv palvelusta, Stadi.TV videoita ja
Helmet kirjastopalvelun uusimpia lainattavia videoita. SP3-arkkitehtuuriin on
integroitu projektiin osallistuvien tahojen sisältö- ja teknologiakomponentteja.
Kahden viikon mittainen käyttäjätesti järjestettiin maaliskuussa 2013. Testijakson
aikana käyttäjiä pyydettiin käyttämään mobiilisovellusta ainakin kolme kertaa,
vähintään kolmessa eri paikassa ja yhden kokonaisen päivän sulkematta puhelinta.
Tämän jälkeen käyttäjiä pyydettiin vastaamaan kyselyyn. Testiin ilmoittautui 37
käyttäjää, joista 26 asensi sovelluksen ja 17 vastasi myös loppukyselyyn.
Alkuperäinen Mediatutkan kehittämisen tavoite oli tehdä siitä hyvin
helppokäyttöinen ja yksinkertainen yhdellä napin painalluksella käyttäjä saa
itselleen suosituksia. Suurin osa käyttäjistä kokikin sovelluksen yksinkertaiseksi
käyttää, mutta muilta osin hyvän käyttökokemuksen tuottaminen vaatii vielä
kehittämistä. Tarvitaan laajempi sisältötarjonta ja kehittyneempi käyttöliittymä.
Suosituksia tulee parantaa osuvuuden, nopeamman vaihtuvuuden ja esittämisen
osalta. Käyttötilanteet ovat hyvin erilaisia, mikä pitää ottaa nykyistä paremmin
huomioon: työmatkaansa samaa päivittäistä reittiä kulkevalla henkilöllä on eri
tarpeet kuin ensimmäistä kertaa tietyllä alueella vierailevalla henkilöllä.
Vaikka käyttökokemus vaatii parantamista, niin käyttäjät antoivat positiivista
palautetta Mediatutka-sovelluksen perusajatuksesta. Käyttäjät pitivät erityisesti
mahdollisuudesta saada automaattisia tiedonantoja. He näkivät sovelluksessa
potentiaalia, kunhan sisältöä olisi enemmän ja monipuolisemmin tarjolla.
Useamman testikäyttäjän mielestä sovelluksen ensisijainen käyttötilanne on
julkisella kulkuneuvolla liikuttaessa, jolloin suosituksissa voidaan yhdistää
kiinnostusprofiili ja paikka.
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Executive Summary
The objective of Semantic portable profile prototyping (SP3) –project is to
understand the potential of user-controlled profiles as a solution to a highly
personalised mobile service where user can find relevant information that matches
with his/her interests. In addition, these profiles and the real-time location of the
user (sent to the service by the mobile application which runs at user’s approval in
the background) are used as a solution to proactive information services where the
user can be notified about relevant information that matches with the user’s
interests and are close to the user’s physical location.
This document presents the implementation of such a mobile services as realized
in the Next Media project SP3 task in 2012. In addition this document presents
findings from user tests run with the service in Q1/2013.
Mediatutka, an Apple iPhone compatible mobile application, uses semantic user
profiles and provides personalised recommendations out of different types of
content aggregated in one application. Mediatutka provides recommendations for
the user with a single click of a button and provides location-sensitive alerts in
near real-time. It uses three content sources: TV programs data from skimm.tv,
content of Stadi.TV and information of new videos from the Helmet library
service. SP3 architecture includes content and technology building blocks from
different project partners.
The user test was carried out in March, 2013 as a two week testing period. During
the test period users where asked to use mobile application at least three times, in
at least three different locations and one whole day without closing the application
before answering the final questionnaire. 37 users signed on as test users, 26 of
them downloaded test application and 17 gave feedback using the web
questionnaire.
The initial design decision and aim was to make the Mediatutka application really
simple to use, just to press one button, and the user will get the recommendations.
Majority of the test users have found the application easy to use, but otherwise
there is room for improvement regarding the user experience. More versatile
content and a more sophisticated user interface are needed. Recommendations
should be improved regarding their accuracy, adding more variation and how they
are presented. The use situations vary a lot if we compare a person communing
daily between job and home, to a person visiting a city or part of the city that is
not familiar from before. These different contexts have an impact on what
recommendations and push notifications will be relevant.
Although there was room for improvement in the user experience, test users gave
positive feedback of the basic idea of the Mediatutka application. Users
particularly liked the push notification feature. They saw potential in the
application, if more and different kinds of content are made available. Many of
the test users regarded the use in public transport as the primarily situation where
to use this app combining personalisation and location.
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1 List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
SP3
iOS
HTML5
APN
APNS
REST API
PhoneGap
jQuery
Rabbit MQ
RSS
RDF
JSON
UIID

Semantic portable profile prototyping
Mobile operating system developed by Apple Inc.
Markup language for structuring and presenting web content
Apple Push Notification
Apple Push Notification Service
Web Application Programming Interface
Mobile development framework
A multi-browser JavaScript library
Asynchronous messaging server
Rich Site Summary. Web feed format.
Resource Description Framework. Semantic Web Standards.
JavaScript Object Notation. A text-based open standard designed for
human-readable data interchange.
Unique Installation Identifier
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2 Introduction
Semantic portable profile prototyping (SP3) task is based on the vision of portable
profiles where the user is able to create and maintain his or her profile in one
place and use it in multiple services while the user is in control of what to share
from the profile and where. These portable profiles are the basis for creating
proactive services. The future business model will be based on a service, which is
not only an entertaining service for spare moments, but also a value adding and
even problem solving proactive service for consumers.
The objective of Semantic portable profile prototyping is to understand the
potential of user-controlled profiles as the business enabler for publishers and
advertisers with the emphasis on
-

feasibility of a semantic, user-controlled profile as the key element of a
media service, and

-

user experience.

The goal was to test semantic portable profiles and personalised recommendations
with different types of content aggregated in one application.
Mediatutka, a mobile application – whose development was started in 2012 – uses
semantic user profiles and provides personalised recommendations with different
types of content aggregated in one application. Mediatutka provides
recommendations for the user with a single click of a button and provides
location-sensitive alerts in near real-time. It uses three content sources: TV
programs data from skimm.tv, content of Stadi.TV and new videos from Helmet
library service.
The development of the Mediatutka application is based on earlier work with
Semantic portable profile prototyping: Deliverables D2.3.2.1 Use cases, concept
definition and evaluation and D2.3.2.2 Requirements for a mobile proactive
recommendation information service. The first deliverable identified value-adding
features for a mobile application which gives recommendations and sends
notifications to users. These notifications are based on user profiles, user’s current
location and time. The second deliverable defines more detailed requirement
specification for the mobile service.
The Mediatutka mobile application was evaluated with end users in March, 2013.
This deliverable describes the features of the developed Mediatutka mobile
application and SP3 platform and the results of the user tests.
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3 Semantic portable profile prototype
3.1

Mediatutka mobile application
Mediatutka provides recommendations for the user with a single click of a button
and provides location-sensitive alerts in near real-time. Mediatutka aggregates
different types of content in one application. Current content sources are TV guide
provided by skimm.tv, Stadi.TV videos and new borrowable DVDs in Helmet
library.
Mediatutka is compatible with Apple iPhone devices (iPhone 4, 4S and 5 are
supported) with iOS 5.0 or more recent version. The Mediatutka application
contains native iOS specific code such as user location tracking and push
notifications. The complete UI for showing recommendations and profile
information and for user interaction on the mobile application was implemented
as a lightweight HTML5 application utilizing directly jQuery Mobile libraries and
themes. This web application was then packaged as part of a Phonegap
application that uses then both the iOS native and HTML5 code. The combination
of Phonegap and jQuery Mobile was a trial to see its competitiveness to create
mobile applications. Clearly it is a cost efficient method to create cross-platform
solutions and pilots like this but jQuery Mobile has still its drawbacks and glitches
and directly as such is not a strong basis for commercial applications that try to
achieve a native-like feeling and an optimal user experience. A better approach
for high quality experience is to have a carefully optimized HTML5 code or
purely native code (latter is cost efficient e.g. for iOS only but leads to high cost
for a cross-platform application).

The basic functionality of the Mediatutka application is described below.
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Figure 1 Mediatutka uses Facebook Connect for logging in to the portable profile
service.

Mediatutka Facebook Connect for user authentication (see Figure 1). Once a user
logs in to the application the system automatically checks if the user already has a
portable profile in the SP3 system. If not, the SP3 system creates a new account
for the user. If the user already has a profile, information of this profile will be
used.
The first page the user sees after login is the recommendation page called “For
You” (Finnish: “Sinulle”). Content is recommended to the user based on analysed
Facebook interests. If there are no recommendations available, some general
recommendations are shown to the user. The mobile app is also able to show
some recent content while waiting for the recommendation calculation to finish on
the server. The user is able to view the content and to give feedback with the
thumb up/down functionality. This information is used to update the
recommendations order. Screenshots of these pages can be seen in Figure 2.
Stadi.TV videos are available online and they can be viewed directly in the
application itself without switching to another application.
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Figure 2 An example of the recommendation page called ”Sinulle”. Once a user
clicks to view the content, more detailed content page is shown. The user is able to
give feedback with help of thumbs up/ thumbs down functionality.

The user’s profile includes interests found analysing the user’s Facebook
information. Automatic semantic analysis is done to the user’s interests, likes and
other data. The Figure 3 shows an example of a user’s profile page on the mobile
application.
In addition to Facebook interests the user is able to manually add his/her interests
(see Figure 4). An autocomplete widget is used for adding interests. Once a user
starts typing, automatic interest suggestions become available. These suggestions
are generated utilising available semantic databases such as Freebase
(http://www.freebase.com/), the Finnish KOKO ontology (http://onki.fi/) and the
Geonames location database (http://www.geonames.org/).
After typing the interest, the user is able to define his/her relation to the interest. A
three step scale “hate, like, love”. This information is used for tuning the
recommendations.
A user is also able to delete her earlier defined interests if they are not relevant
any more.
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Figure 3 An example of the Profile page on the Mediatutka mobile application

Figure 4 User is able to add interests manually and also to define how much she or
he likes it.
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Figure 5 User can allow the location tracking on “Sijaintini” page. Based on the
user’s location, automatic notifications can be sent to the user.

If the user allows location tracking, automatic notifications will be sent to the user
based on his/her current location (See Figure 5). Figure 5 shows
recommendations that were produced to a user when she was walking in
Otaniemi. The recommendations include content relating to Tapiola, the
construction of the metro tunnel, and the Aalto University, which all are relevant
topics in the Otaniemi area.
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Figure 6 Push notifications are a built-in component of iOS and they are displayed
to the users in various forms, which user can tune in system preferences. The
screenshot on the left shows some Mediatutka notifications in the notification
center of the device. The right-hand picture shows the view where user is taken to
in the actual application, after selecting the first notification in the list.

Notifications are sent to the iOS devices using push notification service provided
by Apple. When a push notification arrives, it depends on the current state of the
phone how it will be displayed. Notifications can be shown for example on locked
screen of the device, or shown as a pop-up bar on the top of the screen.
User can select a notification to see the actual content in Mediatutka application.
Unacknowledged notifications can be found later in the notification center, as
demonstrated in Figure 6. If Mediatutka application is active when a notification
arrives, a dialog box is shown to the user to ask if she would like to see the
recommended content.

3.2

SP3 Server Machinery
The SP3 architecture contains technology and content building blocks from
different companies and the research partner. These are integrated with
asynchronous RabbitMQ (http://www.rabbitmq.com/) messaging server, which is
installed on the Amazon Cloud. A general picture of the SP3 building blocks can
be seen in Figure 7.
Communication between the servers in the system happens in an asynchronous
fashion through RabbitMQ exchanges (queues). This improves scalability,
because it lets different components process new content or metadata in their own
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speed and other components don’t have to wait for another server to answer
before they can continue with their next tasks.
Also more processing power can be added when necessary as multiple consumers
can be added to RabbitMQ queues, which makes it easier to scale to serve
growing load from a growing number of users.
Using a separate messaging solution like RabbitMQ makes server maintenance
easier. For example server can be shut down and restarted for upgrading without
affecting operation of other components. Another benefit is that multiple
components can start to publish and consume shared RabbitMQ exchanges,
instead of having to connect directly to multiple servers.
For example both Dispatcher and Profium Sense consume the RabbitMQ
exchange where user recommendation lists are published in. Thanks to an open
queue consumer connection, there is no need to poll the queue, but new items are
sent to each consumer as soon as they have been published.
On the other hand the asynchronous model helps in giving faster response to the
user. The dispatcher can serve the mobile application quickly with general content
while recommendations are being calculated, and eventually return actual
recommendations when they are found in the message queue.

Figure 7 SP3 Server Machinery

SP3 Server machinery (See Figure 7) includes technology building blocks such as
-

Profium Sense – a context-aware content management platform with realtime delivery capabilities to notify the users via Apple Push Notification
(APN) service as soon as they are near relevant content.

-

profile.vtt.fi – Creating, managing and utilising semantic user profiles,
semantic enrichment of user and content metadata and semantic
recommendation engine
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-

Osumus implicit recommendation engine

-

Kii transaction mobile application development know-how

Content building blocks of the SP3 system are:
-

Stadi.TV videos (http://stadi.tv/) through Forum Virium Helsinki

-

Skimm.tv TV guide (http://www.skimm.tv/ ) through Osumus
Recommendations

-

Helmet.fi feed about new borrowable DVD videos in the metropolitan area
libraries

The architecture makes it possible to integrate new content sources later on.

The functionality and screenshots of the Mediatutka mobile application were
described in more detail in the previous chapter. Here is a short summary of the
capabilities of the SP3 Mediatutka mobile application:
-

Communicates with the SP3 server Dispatcher via REST APIs

-

Visualises personalised recommendations that Dispatcher server returns

-

Allows user to provide feedback on the recommendations (thumb up/down) > improves the implicit user profile

-

Allows user to modify his/her explicit semantic profile

-

Sends at user’s permission the location of the phone every 2 minutes ->
provides near real-time location information on the server

-

Receives notifications via Apple Push Notification (APN) service

-

Uses Facebook Connect for logging into the portable profile service.

Below are short descriptions of the developed workflow and functionalities which
are part of the SP3 servers and RabbitMQ integration.
3.2.1

New content and semantic content enrichment

Pollers have been implemented to poll new HelMet and skimm.tv content to the
SP3 system. Stadi.TV pushes new available content to the SP3 service. New
content is published in RabbitMQ queue in RDF format.
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All content types are transformed to RDF using a shared RDF schema of SP3. It
defines some properties for the content items like sp3:title but also some widely
used terms like dc:subject (from the Dublin Core Terms1 schema) are used.
All content types share the usual metadata properties like title, description and
thumbnail image. This makes it possible to add new content feeds into the SP3
ecosystem without having to change user interfaces to add and display them.
In addition to the common properties there are some special properties that are
only applicable to some content types, like sp3:available for HelMet content (the
libraries where the content item is available).
3.2.1.1

HelMet data polling
HelMet offers an RSS feed of new DVD videos in their library collections.
Through the RSS feed Profium Sense is able to determine identifiers for the new
items. After that item details are screen-scraped from the corresponding HelMet
web page.
Prior to RSS polling the HelMet poller component screen-scrapes information of
all physical HelMet libraries from HelMet website. Most importantly, geocoordinates and addresses of the libraries are extracted.
On the web page about a DVD, those libraries are listed where the DVD is
available. Unfortunately there are no links to these libraries, but just plain names.
Mappings have been created manually to connect library identifiers to their plain
names.
As a result, RDF metadata about HelMet DVD content and libraries are made
available in SP3 system.

3.2.1.2

Skimm TV polling
Skimm.tv offers a web-based service (REST API) for retrieving tv programme
data in JSON format. A scheduled poller on Profium Sense server retrieves the
data from skimm.tv and transforms it into RDF metadata using the common SP3
content schema.
As usual, the metadata is published to RabbitMQ so that other components can
make use of it. Note that Skimm.tv content doesn’t have location information at
the moment, which means that location-based alerts are not created about
Skimm.tv recommendations.

3.2.1.3

Content enrichment
The next step for new content is its semantic enrichment by the VTT engine.
Short descriptions such as TV synopsis go through key word extractions of short

1

http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
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texts [1] followed by semantic analysis [2]. Keywords of Helmet and StadiTV
content are semantically analysed. Content is also matched to the Osumus feature
list utilising semantics. Semantically enriched content is published to a RabbitMQ
exchange in RDF format for others to use. Semantically enriched metadata is used
for matching users interests with content metadata.
3.2.2

User login, user profiles and user actions

Mediatutka uses Facebook Connect to login, create and utilise a user’s portable
profile. Creating, managing and utilising semantic user profiles are integrated with
the SP3 system using VTT’s profile service (profile.vtt.fi) and its REST APIs for
handling user profile information.
Semantic Facebook analysis is used to create each user’s interest profile. Semantic
analysis is based on utilising Linked Data and available semantic databases. The
analysis is automatically performed once a user logs in to the Mediatutka with
his/her Facebook account.
Profiles on the profile service are portable, and can be (re)used in other services as
well. The profile service REST APIs lets you create, update, read and delete
profiles on the service. Third parties that want to utilize the user’s existing profile
can do so with the user’s acceptance using OAuth.
An autocomplete jQuery widget that supports manually adding semantic interests
is also provided by VTT. User profile information and user updates to it are
published to RabbitMQ in RDF format.
The Mediatutka mobile application sends user reactions to content (thumb up or
down) to the Dispatcher server, which publishes them to RabbitMQ in RDF
format. Currently user actions are only used by the Osumus implicit
recommendation engine.
3.2.3

Recommendations and push notifications

The Dispatcher delivers the request from the mobile to the server for calculating
recommendations to a certain user. First the recommendations are calculated
based on the user’s semantic profile and content metadata using VTT’s semantic
recommendation methods. Semantic relations of the user’s interests and content
metadata are used for producing recommendations.
This recommendation list goes further to Osumus implicit recommendation
engine, which includes user vote (thumb up/thumb down) information to the
recommendations. Osumus engine combines content-based and collaborative
filtering recommendation techniques and arranges recommendation list. It uses
portable user profiles and enriched content metadata as initial profile values and
updates them based on votes. Recommendations are then based on both updated
profiles and user votes. JSON format is used to deliver the recommendation
information to RabbitMQ queues.
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The Dispatcher checks the dedicated RabbitMQ queue for arrived
recommendations and gathers metadata of the recommended content items from
Profium Sense server. The Dispatcher returns the final recommendation results to
the mobile in RDF format, and the mobile application creates a visual view of it.
The first twenty recommendations are shown to the user.
Push notifications are triggered by Profium Sense in real-time. First of all, user
recommendations are constantly consumed from RabbitMQ and the latest
recommendations are kept in Profium Sense. The location tracker module of
Mediatutka mobile application sends user locations to Profium Sense, which then
compares the submitted location of the user to the positions of her
recommendations. If a recommendation is close enough to the user, a push
notification is sent using Apple Push Notification Service.
Location matching varies slightly for HelMet and Stadi.TV metadata: Stadi.TV
videos are tied to one or more positions that can be directly matched with user
location. In case of HelMet content, the user recommendations are linked to
content items, but there is not location information for a DVD as such. User’s
distance is evaluated against the libraries where the recommended DVD is
available. If a nearby library is found, the user is notified that the recommended
item can be fetched from that specific library.
Profium Sense keeps a history of delivered notifications so that one content is not
notified to the same user more than once.
In order to enable APN (Apple Push Notification) delivery, the location tracker
component in Mediatutka mobile application also sends the iOS device token to
Profium Sense server. The server stores the tokens so that they can be used to
deliver push notifications when applicable, because APNS (Apple Push
Notification Service) requires a device token to identify and authorize notification
delivery to a certain device.

4 User testing
4.1

Methods
Test period was two weeks long starting on11.3.2013 and ending on 22.3.2013.
Requirements for the participants were that they have Apple iPhone device (4, 4S
or 5), a Facebook account and that they live or work in the Helsinki Metropolitan
area. Two movie tickets were promised to testers after testing the application.
To find test users, a recruitment letter was published in Forum Virium Helsinki,
Helmet, Stadi.TV, Hesarin devaajapooli, Kirjasto10 and VTT intranet sites. Also
Facebook was used as a recruitment channel. 37 users signed on as test users. 26
of them downloaded the test application during the test period, and 17 gave
feedback using the web questionnaire.
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We used TestFlight (https://testflightapp.com/ ) application to deliver the mobile
Mediatutka application to the test users. This process required several steps. First
we added users’ email addresses to TestFlight. Then we sent test users an
invitation to install the TestFlight application. We also needed to collect the
UIIDs of the users’ phones and add them to the Mediatutka ClientAPP. After that
we sent a message to the test users asking them to install the Mediatutka
ClientAPP. After the installation they were finally able to start to use the
application. We sent four version updates of the Mediatutka application
containing small enhancements and bug fixes uring the tests.
Users got instructions by email and more instructions were sent if we noticed that
something had not become clear to the users. During the test period users where
asked to use mobile application at least three times, in at least three different
locations and one whole day without closing the application before answering the
final questionnaire. We used User Voice application
(https://www.uservoice.com/) as an additional feedback channel. The users were
able to get support, create bug reports, send feedback and new ideas, and to
participate discussions on the UserVoice feedback forum (See Figure 8). Four
activation emails were sent to users during the test, but only seven comments were
received via this channel from the test users.

Figure 8 UserVoice was used as support and feedback channel.
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4.2

Results
4.2.1

Statistics

Content
There were about 1,200 Stadi.TV videos, 140 Helmet videos and 3,300 TV guide
content items during the user test. TV guide was updated frequently about two
days before the programmes are on the air, which meant that there were about 200
content items available when calculating recommendations.
Users and user profiles
26 users installed the Mediatutka application and logged in at least once. The
usage statistics are calculated based these users although nine of them did not
answer the questionnaire.
Totally 167 Facebook interests were analysed from Mediatutka test users’
profiles.
The average number of Facebook interests was 7 interests per user. Three users
out of the 26 had no Facebook interests at all. The maximum number of analysed
Facebook interests per person was 13 interests.
Half of the test users (13/26) added interests manually. 100 interests in total were
added manually by the users, which gives on average 7 interests per user. The
most active user had added 17 interests.
Recommendations
In the Mediatutka app, new recommendations were calculated each time when the
user logged in the application, changed his or her profile or interacted with
content (thumbs up / thumb down). On average 33 recommendations were
calculated per test user during the test period. The recommendations were
calculated 82 times the most active user, and twice for the least active user.
Ten users got push notifications. 50 different content items were sent as push
notifications.
4.2.2

Analysis of the questionnaire

The final step of the user test was to answer our questionnaire. 17 test users
completed the questionnaire. Since the number of the test users as a whole and
respondents to the questionnaire in particular is small, the responses give us
information of what kind of experiences and ideas individual users got out of the
Mediatutka application, but we cannot make any statistical conclusions of the
results.
Table 1 gives the background information of the test users and their history and
habits with iPhone. Most of the test users were fairly young, between 26 and 45,
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and the majority of them were women (71 %). Only four test users had had an
iPhone less than a year. All except one use apps several times a day, and 13 test
users had more than 30 apps in their phone. Only two test users had only free
apps; typically less than half of the used apps had required a payment, but two test
users reported that more than half of their apps had required a payment.
Table 1. Age, gender and the ownership and habits of using iPhone and iPhone
apps of the 17 participants in our user test.
Age:

Number

%

1

6%

1.

Under 25

2.

26-35

10

59 %

3.

36-45

4

24 %

4.

46-55

1

5%

5.

56-65

1

6%

6.

66-

0

0%

17

100 %

Total

20 %

40 %

60 %

80 %

100 %

Gender:

Number

%

5

29 %

1.

Male

2.

Female

12

71 %

Total

17

100 %

20 %

40 %

60 %

80 %

100 %

Time of using an iPhone:

Number

%

1.

Less than a year

4

24 %

2.

1-2 years

3

18 %

3.

more than 2 years

10

59 %

Total

17

100 %
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I typically use apps:
Number

%

16

94 %

0

0%

1

6%

0

0%

17

100 %

1. Several times a day
2. Daily
3.

Couple of times a week or
more seldom

20 %

40 %

60 %

80 %

100 %

20 %

40 %

60 %

80 %

100 %

20 %

40 %

60 %

80 %

100 %

20 %

40 %

60 %

80 %

100 %

I use the phone mainly to
4. call and send SMS
messages.
Total

I close the apps I use:
Number

%

1.

Daily

4

25 %

2.

Once a week

5

31 %

3.

Once a month

2

13 %

4.

Seldom or never

5

31 %

16

100 %

Total

Number of apps in my phone:
Number

%

1.

0-5

0

0%

2.

6-15

1

6%

3.

16-30

3

18 %

4.

More than 30

13

76 %

Total

17

100 %

The share of apps requiring payment:
Number

%

2

12 %

10

59 %

1.

0

2.

Less than half

3.

About half

3

18 %

4.

More than half

2

12 %

5.

Nearly all or all

0

0%

17

100 %

Total
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The questionnaire consisted mainly of claims that the users were asked to rate on
the five step scale from strongly agreeing to strongly disagreeing. Additionally the
users were given the opportunity to give free text answers on questions relating to
what they liked and did not like in the application, and what kind of content or
features they would like to see in the application so that it would serve them
better. We also asked them in what kind of situations or for what kind of users
they would recommend the application, and which existing app is closest to this
one in their opinion.
Table 2 shows the summary of the answers relating to the use experience of the
application. The initial design decision and aim was to make the application really
simple to use, just to press one button, and the user will get the recommendations.
We can see that majority of the test users have found the application easy to use
(Q1). Regarding the fun of use, as well as speed of the application, the answers
locate more on the negative side (Q2, Q3).

The narrow choice of available content showed clearly in the results. Only few
respondents experienced that the application made their life easier (Q4), or that
the application was useful to them (Q7). Still many had experienced positive
surprises with the application (Q5).
Using the application irritated many users (Q10). Based on the free comments and
discussions, there were some problems with the app. Some users reported that
their updated interests were not visible in the user interface after logging out and
in again. The lack of matching recommendations and too many push notifications
of Helmet movies were other reasons for irritation mentioned elsewhere in the
questionnaire. Most respondents did not like the look of the app too much (Q6),
and half of them had felt lost when using the application (Q11).
Respondents gave a bit more positive response relating to how easy it was to
familiarise with the recommendations (Q8). Many of the test users would have,
however, wanted to have more information of the content that was recommended
to them (Q12, Q13). Overall, half of the respondents experienced that the
recommendations did not match their interests (Q9). There are several potential
reasons for that: the interests were not described well enough, the
recommendation algorithms did not manage to select the relevant contents, or that
there simply was not content that would have matched the interests of the user.
The test users were also asked to rate the recommendations separately for each
content type (Table 3). We can see that the Stadi.TV video recommendations got
the most positive, and the Helmet rental video recommendations the least positive
rating. In the free text comments, one user reported receiving huge amounts of
rental video notifications, and two mentioned the lack of information of the films
as annoying. These may be reflected in the overall assessment of the relevance of
the rental video recommendations.
Only some of the users were interested in using the app in the future (Q14) and
none of them would be willing to pay for the app (Q15).
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Table 2. Answers to claims relating to the use experience of the application.

Totally
agree
(Value: 2)

Partly
agree
(Value:
1)

Don’t agree

Partly

or disagree

disagree

(Value: 0)

(Value: -1)

Totally disagree
(Value: -2)

1. The app was easy to use
(avg: 0,24)
2. The app was fun to use
(avg: -0,71)
3. The app was quick to
use (avg: -0,75)
4. The app made my life
easier (avg: -0,94)
5. The app offer positive
surprises (avg: -0,18)
6. I liked how the app
looked (avg: -0,71)
7. The app was useful to
me (avg: -1,06)
8. It was easy to
familiarise with the
recommendations
(avg: 0,18)
9. Recommendations
matched my interests
(avg: -0,25)
10. I got irritated when I
used the app.
(avg: 0,82)
11. I felt lost when I used
the app. (avg: -0,35)
12. It was easy to find
more information of the
content (avg: -0,35)
13. Additional information
of the recommended
content was sufficient.
(avg: -0,29)
14. I would use the app in
the future (avg: -0,82)
15. I could pay for the app
(avg: -1,65)
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Table 3. Answers to questions relating to how the different content types matched
users’ interests.
Totally

Partly

Don’t

Partly

Totally

agree

agree

agree or

disagree

disagree

(Value:

(Value:

disagree

(Value:

(Value:

2)

1)

(Value: 0)

-1)

-2)

Did the TV programme
recommendations meet your
needs? (skimm.tv) (avg: -0,35)
Did the video recommendations
meet your needs? (Stadi.TV) (avg:
0,12)
Did the video rental
recommendations meet your
needs? (Helmet) (avg: -0,71)

Push notifications (Table 4)
Our test user group liked the push notification feature: 12 of the test users had got
recommendations while on the move, and 11 told that they like receiving push
notifications.
Table 4. Receiving of and attitude towards push notifications.
I got recommendations when the app was on in the background (pushnotifications)

I’m happy to receive automatic recommendations based on time, location and/or
my profile.
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Manual profile enhancement (Table 5)
Ten test users had added interests manually to their profiles. Two had tried but
had not succeeded in it. Five had added at least 11 new interests to their profiles,
and only one had added only one new interest. (Q1, Q2)
Those who had not added interests manually were asked why they did not do so.
One user explained that it would have required too much effort to do so, and
another told that he/she did not come up with any new interests.
In addition to adding interests, it was possible to specify the amount of interest
(like, love), and also to indicate hating a topic. Eleven test users out of 15 had
done that (Q3). The users could also indicate liking or not liking the
recommendation by using the thumb up/down feature. When asked whether they
noticed any change in recommendations after any of these interactions, half had
not noticed any changes. Three users had seen a big change and five some
changes. (Q4)
Table 5. Answers relating to adding interests to the user profile.
Q1: Did you add interests manually to your profile?

Q2: If yes, how many interests did you add?
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Q3: Did you specify the amount of your interest using the offered scale?

Q4: Did you experience, that adding more interests, specifying the amount of
interest or indicating thumb up/down made the recommendations match your
interests better?

Free text comments
Test users gave many free text comments that help in identifying the features that
potentially are of value to users, and what to avoid or eliminate.
1. What did you like about the application? In what kind of situations was
the application most useful to you, or did delight you most?
In free text comments, many positive experiences were expressed in connection to
using the application. Most of the positive comments relate to using the app in
public transportation. One user pointed out that he/she rides the bike, and only
saw the recommendations after he/she had arrived, which was too late.
”Bussissa matkustaessa oli kiva katsoa lyhyitä Stadi.TV:n pätkiä. Profiilin
kautta annetut intressit vaikuttivat selvästi ohjelmatarjontaan, ja suositukset
olivat osuvia. Tuntui että ohjelmia löysi paremmin, kuin tavallisen tv:n kautta
katsellessa.”
”Push-toiminto sijaintini mukaan on hyvä toiminnallisuus, jota käytin itse
paljon kun olin liikkeessä (bussilla, metrolla). Voisi lisätä toiminnallisuuden,
että voisi jakaa itselle kiinnostavia videoita yms. myös sosiaalisessa mediassa
kavereille ja ystäville esim. facebookin kautta.”
”Metromatkoilla mukavaa ajanvietettä seurata push ilmoituksia.”
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”Perusidea on hyvä. Kaupungilla liikkuessa pitäisin mielelläni päällä
sovellusta joka kertoisi ajankohtaisista asioista ympärilläni. ”
”Käyttöliittymä jees, ei liian monitasoinen. ”
”Ei kovin hyödyllinen mutta ihan kivoja suosituksia. ”
”Stadi.TV klipit vaikuttivat mielenkiintoisilta ja sovellus muutenkin ehdotti
kiinnostavalta vaikuttavia ohjelmia. En juurikaan katso televisiota, mutta
voisin katsoa näin ehdotettuja klippejä. Digitaalista tarjontaa on liian paljon,
joten suosittelu auttaa löytämään itseä kiinnostavia asioita. ”
”Hypoteettisesti olisi hyötyä paljonkin kaupunkiympäristössä esim.
viikonloppukävelyn tai -pyöräilyn yhteydessä. Nyt kuitenkin sisällön
rajoittuneisuus ei antanut kunnollista mahdollisuutta testata. ”
”Sovelluksen idea on mielestäni hyvä. Käytännön toteutus vaatisi kuitenkin
vielä hiomista, kuten esim. ohjelmien suoraan katsomisen mahdollisuus.”
Six respondents did not see any benefit of the application, but some of them
claimed themselves for it by not having included enough interests to get relevant
personalised recommendations. One user was not interested in the type of content
that was included in the test, but saw potential in the application, if there were
more and different kinds of content.
2. What did you not like in the app? What felt unnecessary, difficult or
annoying?
This question revealed different kinds of problems with the app starting from
installation process. Test users mentioned following things they did not like
No reaction to the ‘hate’ value when an interest with ‘hate’ was added to
the profile.
Wished that an item that was given Thumb down, would disappear
immediately from the list of recommended items.
Problems during installation and use (Error message ‘Loc timer, palveluun
ei saada yhteyttä’);
No reaction in the app when pressing a button.
Thumb up/down was slow, and did not seem to have any impact.
Recommendations did not change.
The list of recommendations refreshed very slowly
Primitive, unpleasant user interface with some features missing.
Better opportunities for browsing and grouping recommendations.
Recommending old videos from year 2008 did not inspire.
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Importing interests from Facebook did not work and/or it seemed that the
import from Facebook did not have any impact.
It seemed that at least some of the added interests disappeared.
Not knowing why some of the items were recommended just to me.
Too many push notifications of the Helmet rental movies
Too little information was available of the Helmet movies
Did not see any recommendations, even though I had given very many
interests.
Location recommendations relating to events, offers and other such things
close by would be more interesting than location based recommendations
of TV programs and videos.
Items recommended with the push notification did not show in the list of
recommended items.
Location had little or no impact on the recommendations.
The app drains the battery quickly.
3. How should the app be changed or what content should be added so that
it would serve you better?
If a video is watched, it should be removed from the list of
recommendations.
Thumb down should immediately remove the item form the list of
recommendations.
Watching a video should require only one click.
Visually more interesting user interface, and the app more reliable to use.
More versatile content, e.g. events, exhibitions, music, close-by services,
news articles to read (not videos), local history, local sights, literature, art,
weather, offers, route information.
Genuinely interesting location based content form Foursquare, Yelp and
Tripadvisor to help me decide what I want to do next when I am in the
city.
Linking TV recommendations to what I did during the day.
More TV channels
If the service covered all TV programmes (without any other content), it
would be useful, and this might attract the masses.
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More opportunities to influence what I want from the app and what kind of
things I want to watch.
More information of the recommended items to help decide whether I
want to watch it or not.
4. For what kind of use situations, and for what kind of users you would
recommend this service?
Many of the test users regarded use in public transport as the primarily situation
where to use this app. Potential users should additionally be active persons and
interested in following media, even being afraid of missing something interesting.
5. Which existing service is closest to this one?
The users did not see that this app was close to any other app they know. One
respondent mentioned YouTube, because of the videos. Another respondent gave
as a vision that this app could at best integrate Foursquare, Yelp, Telkku.com and
NettiTV.
4.2.3

Additional feedback

Additional feedback about the use was gathered via the User voice forum and by
meeting three test users personally. We got additional confirmation of the issues
already revealed in the questionnaire, but also some new aspects to consider in the
future development came up.
Users are very much intrigued to know why just these items were recommended
to them. One of them mentioned a wish to understand better, how the profile
influences the recommendations. It was suggested that the user should at least see
which recommendations were given based on her/his profile and which were
common recommendations, for example based on the location. If a user gets a
recommendation that seems very strange, it may ruin the trust towards the whole
app. Here separating common and personalised recommendations from each other
could help.
Users expect an immediate response to the changes they make in their profiles, or
when they give a thumb up or down to an item. This applies also to the ‘hate’
value – when users indicates a topic that they hate, they expect this topic to
disappear completely from their recommendations.
The use of the application is a bit different when the user is shown only
information of an item, or if the item can be viewed immediately. There should be
enough information of the item to help decide whether it is interesting or not, and
it should be possible to store items for later.
One person mentioned that she would like to have real time TV recommendation
at home. When many channels are available, she never plans viewing TV in
advance but would be interested to find out what is the best option to view when a
free moment for watching TV emerges.
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The use situations vary a lot if we compare a person communing between job and
home, with a person visiting a city or part of the city for the first time. For
commuting users, the content needs to be fresh and also the practical usefulness is
important. Also the personal situation has an impact on the use: those who need to
go and fetch the children from a day care centre are likely to be interested of good
offers by local grocery shops, or other such thing that may help making the
everyday life easier. People without children are freer to decide what to do after
job, and need not so much support for managing everyday life.
One user said that in her opinion the recommended content need not be digital.
She gave as an example that she would be interested to get information, if there is
a new interview of her favourite actor in a magazine. This should be possible if
she has indicated in her profile that she is interested in this actor. Additionally
there could be a possibility to indicate that she has the habit of buying magazines
every now and then.
For commuters, practical information like weather and offers of the local stores
are interesting. Personalisation should take into account which mode of travelling
is used. Particularly in winter time, a biker would appreciate real-time information
of which roads have been cleared and where biking is possible.
There was some discussion about the optimal user interface. Plain
recommendation list was experienced as too primitive. Map based interface seems
natural when content is recommended based on location. A more sophisticated
user interface is clearly needed, particularly because much more content is needed
to make the service more useful to more users.

5 Conclusions
The implemented Mediatutka application and SP3 architecture support many
features that enable the development of highly personalised proactive services. It
uses portable user-controlled profiles and real-time location tracking, which
enable sending notifications to users about relevant information that matches their
interests and current location. The portability means that profiles can be (re)used
in other services with the user’s acceptance. Third parties that want to support
and utilise users’ portable profiles in their services can do so by using the
developed features and interfaces. The implementation also combines semantic
and implicit recommendation methods for creating more accurate
recommendations. The developed architecture supports integrating new content
sources.
The initial design decision and aim was to make the Mediatutka application really
simple to use, just to press one button to get the personalised recommendations.
Majority of the test users have found the application easy to use, but otherwise
there is room for improve regarding the user experience.
The narrow choice of available content influenced to the user experience. Test
users asked for more versatile content such as events, exhibitions, music, close-by
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services, news articles to read (not only videos), local history, local sights,
literature, art, weather, offers, route information.
A more sophisticated user interface is needed. User interface was experienced as
too primitive and a visually more interesting user interface was hoped for. One
test user suggested map based interface, because that would be natural with
content that is recommended based on the location.
Users did not always consider the received recommendations as matching. There
are several potential reasons for this: the interests were not described well enough,
the recommendation algorithms did not manage to select the relevant contents, or
that there simply was not content that would have matched the interests of the
user.
Many test users asked for more variation in the recommendation list. This can be
done with the help of more dynamic content, by updating users’ implicit profiles’
based on their actions and by improving the usage of user context (e.g. location
and time) in recommendations. The use situations vary a lot if we compare a
person communing daily between job and home, with a person visiting a city or
part of the city that is not familiar from before. These use situations and the
personal situations have an impact on the relevance of recommendations and push
notifications.
There should be better opportunities for browsing content in Mediatutka. Users
wanted to know why some items were recommended just for them, and how their
profile influences the recommendations. One opportunity is to let the user browse
recommendations relating to different interests one by one.
Grouping recommended content based the on content type (videos, news…)
would be another way of giving the users more opportunities to easily access
content that they feel like consuming. Offering common recommendations, for
example based on location, most recently added content or most liked content in
addition to personalised recommendations are other options to offer more access
points to the available content.
Users also asked more for clearly indicating which content can be viewed directly
and where only information of the content is available. The opportunity to storing
and possibly revisit the stored items would be interesting at least to some users.
Users expect an immediate response in the recommendations after they have made
changes in their profiles, or when they have given a thumb up or down to an item.
Also, if content item has been watched, it should be removed from
recommendations. It should be possible to store items for later e.g. thumbed up
content offered as separate list.
Although there was room for improvement in the user experience, the users gave
positive feedback of the basic idea of the Mediatutka application. Users liked the
push notification feature in particular. They saw potential in the application, if
more and different kinds of content are added to the service. Recommendations
were regarded beneficial when a lot of digital content is available.
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Many of the test users regarded the use in public transport as the primarily
situation where to use this app and to see how the recommendations change as the
location changes. For those riding a bike or driving the car, recommendations
should be given just before starting the trip, as it is not easy to notice the
recommendations during the trip.
The results of the user test will be taken as the basis for making the roadmap of
further development.
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